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Introduction
The retread process consists in the reuse of a worn tyre. The
process consists in replacing the old tread band with a new one,
the retread pneumatic gains through this process a new life cycle.
Final quality of retread pneumatic is equal to a new one – if process
is standardized and presents QA/QC.
Tyre suppliers prepare it tyre casing to allow between 5 to 6
retread processes. Retread process has the following benefits:
- Environmental Benefits:
O Reduces amount of total waste to be disposed.
O Extend the life of the tyre reducing the amount of new tyre
to be produced
O Saving of oil and energy (net benefit comparing production
of new tyre v/s retreading process)
- Economical benefits
- Income produced stays in the country and produce
economical growth and GDP - This industry is intensive in the
use of not qualified labor
- Helps local economy.

The percentage of retread tyres in streets goes between 5% to 20% in
Latin America, against 80% in US. Main reason is related with the
import of cheap - but low quality new tyres - at a similar price of a
retread tyre. What we observed in Latin America is:
- In the market,
- People is making choices using personal perspective and
perceptions
- People compares new tyres price with retread price (service)
- In people’s mind new is best, market rather prefer to buy a new
tyre instead of retreading a used one.
- Environmental effects
- This new pneumatics has low quality (less iron and rubber),
then, cannot be retread normally.
- Reduced life of tyres provokes an increase on the amount of
waste to be disposed. Tyres normally dumped in illegal waste
sites and/ crick and/or ocean, among others.
- Economic effects
o International currency acquisitions
Increase on unemployment

Methods
2 scenarios are defined:

Fieldwork and data collection (two years) were practice
in facilities located in Chile and Argentina.

❖

The facilities audited could show tracking of retread
process(for a total period of 3 to 5 years).
Statistical information from US, Brazil, Mexico and
Colombia were available and processed too (provided
by Industry national associations)
Energy use evaluation was preformed and GHG
emissions were calculated.
Finally a PCR was developed.

❖

Base Scenario: Situation without tyre rebuilding and repair. Because of the low
quality tyres, cannot be retread or rebuild, it will be replaced by a new tyre and
the wasted tyre cannot be reused. In the case of Argentina – this tyred will be
sent to final disposal to the municipal landfill, and or dumped elsewhere (creeks,
ocean, illegal places).
Scenario with company: The tyre can be repaired or rebuilt and its useful life is
extended. The company can show tracking of tyres retread, based on this data,
we can see tyres undergoing retread 2 or 3 times. Thisoccurs in 40% of cases
return a second time.

c.

The equation is as follows:

❖

TCO2e base scenario v / s tCO2e scenario with company

❖

(TCO2e sanitary landfill + t CO2e new tyre) * Unit retread tyres] - (t CO2e Scope 1
(own generation, in this case own transport oil in trucks) + t CO2e Scope 2
(purchase of energy from the grid) + T CO2e Scope 3 (management of sewage
since there is no use of water in process + handling, disposal and recycling of
waste) company.

Methods
❖

❖

In order to calculate emmisions of the retreading
process, pneumatics where followed into the eight
stages, this was made according de different types of
rings.
To know the number of tires that needed to be
followed, so representative interval as calculated.

❖ Then it was calculated de confidence interval using the

❖ Compilation of information
❖

Process unit time: with a chronometer it was taken the
effective time of the electric operation of the machinery
used in the different stages of the process. The
information obtained in minutes and seconds was
converted in hour to have the same units time for next
calculation (This was made for the three types of rings).

next information: Alfa: 0,05 ( it was used a 95% of
confidence) Standard deviation. Size: Total number of
tires during the past year
❖

This information was introduce to the excel program
and it calculated the confidence interval.

❖ Energy consumption: with the help of an electrician, it was

measured the energy consumption of all the machines and
electronics equipment that are used in each stage of the
process.

Results
❖

Use of Energy

❖

Majority of the companies audited have already implemented some practices that promote the
good use of energy:

❖

•

Lighting: The company has an inventory of lights; it has good lighting of the working areas,
corridors and various points of the process and uses only energy saving luminaires.

•

Energy use: The implementation of procedures and techniques to avoid the excessive use of
lighting in areas not required (lights, doors, others) is observed.

•

Energy and fuels: Until now, the company uses for it process electricity. Transport uses nonrenewable fossil fuels (diesel fuel).
The above measures normally allow stabilization of consumption

Results

Conclusion
❖ After evaluation of facilities and data processing, I could calculate the impact this industry

generates a positive carbon emission. This positive impact of the industry in countries
studied goes from 165 to 172kgCO2e/truck tyre processed. This amount of GHGs represents
between 2 to 4% of countries objectives to Paris Agreement.

❖ Designing appropriate economical incentives to improve energy use and implement energy

efficiency could allow the industry to move from one curve price to another. This could
increase competitiveness of the industry and could improve and increase social and
environment situation. In the other hand, since this industry produce a net reduction of GHG,
increasing it competitiveness could increase market share of this industry increasing the
reduction of GHG. Designing appropriate economical incentives and or specific technological

packages could improve and increase this positive carbon impact.
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